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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the security of a distance bounding protocol is analyzed
which has been recently proposed by Jannati and Falahati (so-called JF).
We prove that an adversary can recover key bits of JF protocol with
probability of “1” while the complexity of attack is “2n” runs of protocol.
In addition, we propose an improved protocol and prove that the
improved protocol is resistant to mafia fraud attack, distance fraud attack
and key recovery attack.

RFID
Distance bounding protocol
Man-In-The-Middle (MITM)

1. INTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a kind of
technology that can be used in applications such as
access control, electronic passports, public
transportation, payment, ticketing etc.
Security and privacy are two most critical concerns
of RFID technology. Authentication protocols and
distance bounding protocols have been proposed in
order to increase the security level and preserve the
tag's privacy. Distance bounding protocols enable a
verifier to establish an upper bound on the physical
distance to an untrusted prover [1]. Some distance
bounding protocols are proposed in recent years [2][10]. Various attacks have been proposed and
considered in these distance bounding protocols.
Some of the most commonly considered attacks are:
impersonation fraud, distance fraud, mafia fraud,
terrorist fraud, and distance hijacking attack. Mafia
fraud and terrorist fraud are considered as relay
attacks. Relay attacks occur when a legitimate reader
thinks that it communicates with a legitimate tag
which is supplanted by an adversary and legitimate
tag thinks that it communicates with a legitimate

reader which is supplanted by an adversary (Fig. 1). In
the following, we briefly introduce each of these
attacks:

Figure 1: Relay attack

Impersonation fraud: In impersonation fraud, the
adversary impersonates the legitimate tag or the
legitimate reader.
Distance fraud: In distance fraud a dishonest prover
claims that he is at a different distance than he really
is.
Mafia fraud: In mafia fraud, both the reader and the
tag are honest. However, the tag is outside the
neighborhood. In this fraud, an adversary performs
his attack using a Man-In-The-Middle (MITM)
between the reader and the tag.
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Terrorist fraud: In terrorist fraud, a dishonest tag is
located outside the neighborhood helping an
adversary perform his attack using a MITM between
the reader and a dishonest tag [11].
Distance hijacking attack: In distance hijacking
attack a dishonest prover exploits honest parties to
convince the verifier that he is at the honest parties
distance [12].
Hancke and Kuhn's protocol: In 2005, Hancke and
Kuhn proposed a new distance bounding protocol (HK
protocol) [4]. Their protocol consists of a single slow
phase and a fast phase. As depicted in Fig. 2, in the
slow phase the tag and the reader exchange nonces,
both the reader and the tag compute a 2n-bit value
H=h(K, NR, NT) which is split in two n-bit registers ν0
and ν1. In this protocol, the reader checks both the
authentication and the distance in the fast phase, the
reader sends challenge Ci and the tag replies Ri=ν ,
where i is the ith bit of the register vCi. At last, the



0



1

reader checks whether the received responses and ∆ts
are valid.
Munilla and Peinado's protocol: In 2008, Munilla
and Peinado [8] proposed a new distance bounding
protocol (MP protocol) to improve the security level
of Hancke and Kuhn's protocol. In their protocol, the
challenges are divided into two categories, full
challenge and void challenge. As depicted in Fig. 3, at
first the tag and the reader exchange nonces, they
both compute a 3n-bit sequence, P||ν0||ν1, using a
pseudorandom function. In the fast bit exchange, if
Pi=1 the reader sends a random challenge bit, where i
is the ith bit of the register P. Upon reception of the
challenge, the tag sends the corresponding response.
The protocol ends with a message to verify that no
adversary has been detected. However, the main
disadvantage of their protocol is using three
(physical) states which is difficult to implement.

i

i

Figure 2: Hancke and Kuhn's protocol
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Figure 3: Munilla and Peinado's protocol

Kim and Avoine's protocol: Kim and Avoine in [13]
proposed two distance bounding protocols, KA1 and
KA2, based on binary mixed challenges. Compared to
Munilla and Peinado's protocol [8], they do not use
three physical states and confirmation message in
their protocols which improves the efficiency of their
protocols. In Kim and Avoine's protocol, the
challenges from the reader to the tag in the fast-bit
exchange are divided into two categories, the random
challenges and the prede ined challenges. In KA1 and
KA2, at each round, the reader forwards only a
predefined challenge bit or a random challenge bit to
the tag and KA2 requires half the memory required by
KA1 and increases the resistance against ma ia fraud
attack. For more details, the reader to the original
work is referred.
Jannati and Falahati's protocol: To enhance the
security level for KA1 and KA2, Jannati and Falahati
proposed a new distance bounding protocol, called JF,
which utilizes both predefined and random challenge
bits at each round [14] and claimed that their protocol
obtains the desirable attackers’ success probabilities,
with minimum system memory requirement and
minimum number of rounds compared with other
distance bounding protocols. However, we prove that

JF protocol is actually insecure by presenting key
recovery attack.
TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF THE MENTIONED DISTANCE BOUNDING PROTOCOLS
Protocol

Distance
fraud

Terrorist
fraud

Mafia fraud

HK

[15]

[16]

1 [16]

MP

[15]

[16]

1 [15]

KA

[15]

[16]

1 [15]

JF

3
4

Improved
protocol (in
this paper)

3
4

1

1

×
1
+

× (1-

)

The success probabilities of distance fraud attack,
mafia fraud attack and terrorist fraud attack in the
mentioned protocols are compared in Table 1.
Paper Organization: The rest of the paper is
organized by introducing the notations in section 2.
We describe JF protocol in section 3. After that,
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security analysis is expressed in section 4. Improved
version of JF protocol is proposed in section 5.
Security analysis of the improved protocol is
presented in section 6. Finally, the conclusion is given
in section 7.
2. NOTATIONS
We use the following notations to describe JF
protocol, which have also been used in [14].

sends random bits to all the next challenge
bits sent by the reader.
 Once the reader received response bit ri, the
reader stops the clock and stores the delay
time ∆ti.
Step 5 After completion of the fast bit exchange the
reader checks correctness of ri and ∆ti. If ri is incorrect
or ∆ti> ∆tmax the reader rejects the tag as invalid.

TABLE 2
NOTATION
Notation

Description

K

Secret key shared between the tag T and the reader R

F(.)

Public pseudorandom function

NT

Random number generated by the tag

NR

Random number generated by the reader



Exclusive-OR operator (XOR)

||

Concatenation operator

In addition, JF protocol [14] is parameterized by
the bit length 2n of Q and the bit length n of D and a.
3. THE JF PROTOCOL



Recently Jannati and Falahati have proposed a new
distance bounding protocol, called JF, based on mutual
utilization of binary predefined and random
challenges [14]. In this section we describe JF protocol
as follows.
A. Detailed Description of JF Protocol
JF protocol, which is depicted in Fig. 4, runs as
below:
Step 1 The reader selects a random number NR and
sends it to the tag.
Step 2 The tag selects a random number NT and sends
it to the reader.
Step 3 The reader and the tag compute Q = F(K || NR ||
NT ).
D=Q1||Q2|| …||Qn(1)
a=Qn+1||Qn+2||…||Q2n(2)
Step 4 The fast bit exchange is started. At each round
i:
 The reader selects Wi = Di as a predefined
challenge bit and selects a random bit Ci as a
random challenge bit, then it sends Wi and Ci
to the tag and starts a clock.
 Once the tag received Wi and Ci, it checks
correctness of Wi. If Wi = Di the tag sends ai to
the reader when Ci = 0 and sends aiKi when
Ci = 1, otherwise the tag detects an error and
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Figure 4: JF protocol
4. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe how JF protocol is
vulnerable against key recovery attack.
A. Key recovery attack
In key recovery attack, the adversary would be able
to retrieve key bits and given the secret key, any other
attack would be possible to apply to the protocol. In
this section, we describe the vulnerability of JF
protocol against key recovery attack. In our attack the
adversary, that is a man in the middle adversary,
works as below (see Fig. 5).
1. The reader generates NR and sends it to the
tag.
2. The tag generates NT and sends it to the
reader.
3. Both the reader and the tag compute Q, D and
a as follows:
Q = F(K || NR || NT )
D=Q1||Q2|| …||Qn

Security Analysis of the Distance Bounding Protocol proposed by Jannati and Falahati

4.

5.

a=Qn+1||Qn+2||…||Q2n
The reader sends predefined challenge bit Wi
= Di and a random bit Ci to the tag which is
supplanted by the adversary.
In this step the adversary does as follows:
 blocks Ci and Wi,
 sends random bit r’i as a response to
the reader,
 sends = Ci1 and Wi to the tag.

6.

7.

C
C

i

According to the random challenge bit , the
tag chooses ri=ai if
=0 and chooses
ri=aiKi if = 1. Then, the tag sends it to the
reader which is supplanted by the adversary.
The adversary does not block other challenge
bits and allows the legitimate reader and the
tag communicates with each other.



i



Figure 5: Our key recovery attack against JF protocol

If the reader rejects the adversary, the adversary
understands that r’i and corresponding response to
the challenge bit Ci are not equal, therefore he obtains
the value of aiKi and ai and if the reader accepts the
adversary, the adversary understands that r’i and
corresponding response to the challenge bit Ci are
equal and he obtains the value of aiKi and ai too. To
obtain every key bit, the adversary needs two runs of
protocol but they are not complete runs of protocol
and the values of Q, D and a are the same in both of
them.
As above mentioned, the adversary can obtain both
ai and aiKi for each round; hence the adversary can
make a simple calculation to find the ith bit of the key

K. By repeating this strategy for i = 1,…, n, the
adversary would be able to deduce the bits of the
secret key K.
Hence, the adversary would be able to deduce the
bits of the secret key K with probability of “1” and the
complexity of “2n” runs of protocol.
We explain the key recovery attack with a
numerical example (see Table 3). In the table 3, the
reader, the tag and the adversary are denoted by R, T
and A, respectively.
For example in highlighted row, the reader sends
Wi and Ci = 1 to the tag. However, the adversary blocks
this message. The adversary sends random bit r’i = 1
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to the reader as a response bit and sends Wi and
to the tag.

=0

TABLE 3
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF KEY RECOVERY ATTACK

adversary can understand that aiKi = 1, he knows the
value of ri = ai =0. Therefore, the adversary can
understand that Ki =1.
5. IMPROVEMENT OF JF PROTOCOL

Ci

ai

Ki

R→A

A→T

A R

T→A

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

According to
the tag sends ri = ai = 0 as a
response bit to the adversary, for finding ith key bit
the adversary just blocks Wi and Ci and does not
interfere on other challenge bits. According to
exchanged bits, the reader accepts the tag. Hence, the

In this section, we introduce a modified version of
JF protocol such that it withstands the presented
attack; the proposed protocol is shown in Fig. 6. In
this protocol we assume that Q=F (K||NR||NT) =D ||a||b
such that:
 Q: 3-n bit sequence,
 D, a, b: n-bit sequence.
The revised protocol accomplishes as follows:
Step 1: The reader generates NR and sends it to the tag.
Step 2: The tag generates NT and sends it to the reader.
Step 3: Both the reader and the tag compute
Q=F(K||NR||NT) = D||a||b such that:
D=Q1||Q2|| …||Qn
a=Qn+1||Qn+2||…||Q2n
b= Q2n+1||Q2n+2||…||Q3n

Figure 6: The proposed scheme

Step 4 : The fast bit exchange is started. At each round
i:
 The reader selects Wi = Di as a predefined
challenge bit and selects a random bit Ci as a
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random challenge bit, then it sends Wi and Ci
to the tag and starts a clock.
Upon reception of Wi and Ci, the tag checks
correctness of Wi. If Wi = Di and Ci = 0, the tag
sends back ai to the reader as a response bit
and else if Wi = Di and Ci = 1, the tag sends
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back bi to the reader as a response bit,
otherwise if Wi ≠ Di it detects an error and
sends random bits to all the next challenge
bits sent by the reader.
Once the reader received the response bit ri
the reader stops the clock and stores the
delay time ∆ti.



adversary can recover key bits in this protocol with
probability of “1” and complexity of “2n” runs of
protocol. Finally, we proposed an improved protocol
and proved that the improved protocol provides
suitable resistance against mafia fraud attack, distance
fraud attack and key recovery attack.
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